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What are the sources of anxiety, stress, and fear you experience in your life? Popular Catholic

speaker and author Sonja Corbitt believes that these often-paralyzing emotions are the direct result

of our everyday battles against sin and temptation. In Fearless, she equips us with the spiritual tools

we need to restore our spiritual well-being.The term "spiritual warfare" conjures images of heavenly

battles between archangels and demons, but Sonja Corbitt insists that there is a realm of spiritual

warfare that is more domestic than it is cosmic--in the trenches of dirty bathrooms, fighting children,

irritable spouses, the struggle to stop smoking or overeating, crazy schedules, and overwhelming

workloads. In her new book, the author of Unleashed takes us deep into scripture and the spiritual

practices of the Church in order to show us how to resist the avalanche of temptations that can

threaten us and lead to paralyzing anxiety and fear. Through her powerful personal story and

teaching, Corbitt shows us how to put on the armor of Christ and learn to live fearlessly, love with

abandon, and embrace life with confidence.In Unleashed, Corbitt identified the spiritual wounds that

reveal themselves through the harmful patterns and relationships in our lives. In Fearless, she offers

scriptural tools that help us understand and conquer the demons of sin, Satan, self, and sloth. She

helps us recognize the methods the devil uses to keep us enslaved and she immerses us in a

profound contemplation of love, which is the only possible weapon against the spirit of fear.In this

book you will come to understandthe spiritual roots of fear, depression, and anxiety;ways to "abide"

in Christ and find freedom from fear;signs of negative spiritual suggestion and influence in your daily

life;the deep, personal lies we believe that keep us slaves to fear;specific truths about the limitations

of Satan's power and character;
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"Corbitt has something important to say to you about putting God first and foremost in your life, even

in the most surprising circumstances." --Elizabeth Scalia, US Editor-in-Chief of Aleteia and author of

Strange Gods"Absolutely outstanding! Sonja Corbitt will lead you with practical wisdom, the sword

of scripture, and the power of the Holy Spirit to help you to overcome sin and live a life of fearless

love. You must read this book!" --Rev. Larry Richards, Author of Be a Man! and Surrender! The Life

Changing Power of Doing God's Will"Sonja Corbitt tackles everyday spiritual battles with wit,

wisdom, and the word of God. Rich with personal examples and insights, Fearless is a

down-to-earth primer on spiritual warfare. I recommend its practical approach for anyone who wants

to learn to confront the lies and lures of the devil before they take root, and live in the freedom and

love of Christ." --Sarah Christmyer, Codeveloper and author of The Great Adventure Catholic Bible

Study Program

Sonja Corbitt is a dynamic Catholic author, speaker, and radio host who has produced several

high-impact, uplifting multimedia Bible studies, including Unleashed, Soul of the World, Fearless,

and Ignite.A Carolina native who was raised as a Southern Baptist, Corbitt attended Mitchell College

and the Southern Baptist Seminary Extension and then converted to Catholicism. Corbitt served as

director of religious education at St. John Vianney Catholic Church in Gallatin, Tennessee, and as

executive director of Risen Radio in Lebanon, Tennessee.She is the host of Bible Study Evangelista

on Breadbox Media. Corbitt is in formation as a Third Order Carmelite, a columnist at The Great

Adventure Bible Study blog, a contributor toMagnificat, and the author of Unleashed. Her Bible

study, Unleashed /i>, was featured as a thirteen-part series on CatholicTV. A frequent guest on

Catholic radio and television, she also wrote for the Gallatin News Examiner and Oremus, the

Westminster Cathedral magazine. She lives in Tennessee with her husband, Bob, and two sons.

I can't recommend it enough! You will look at your life with new eyes, the eyes of faith. It will help

you see the thread of grace God has woven into your life. It will help you make sense of those

moments of doubt, fear and isolation when you thought God had left you alone and in reality was

nearer than ever. I am amazed at how Sonja has a way of writing that makes you feel that you now

have the help, compassion & encouragement of a friend who has been there and will walk along

with you on your way. Truly I think it's the sign that this book was inspired by God because He



knows what we need before we ask :). Thank you Sonja! You helped me see HOW all things work

together for good for those who love God. I see now that not only what I considered blessings but

the obstacles and difficulties too can be and are occasions of grace that God works out in

miraculous ways EVERY DAY which I will now live FEARLESSLY...:)God Bless you!

If you are looking for insight into Scripture and inspiration in your faith, this is the book you've been

searching for. Corbitt has an incredible gift of enlightening her readers in regard to the Word of God.

Scriptures I've heard many times, over the course of decades, are brought to light with relevant

meaning for my life today through her explanation. This book will call you to action as a child of God.

It increases the reader's awareness of the enemy, and provides the tools needed to stand firm in

our faith, even when we feel defeated. Her authentic writing style with examples from her own life

are crucial to the force of this book. As the enemy thrives on making us feel alone and as if no one

else is experiencing the same problems as we are, Corbitt demonstrates clear examples from her

life of the opposite. This is so powerful, because when reading this book alone, you feel like you are

working through the content with an open, honest friend. Corbitt writes with such passion, clarity,

and authority. You can almost hear her praying over you, as the reader, while you work through this

book. Fearless leaves you with courage, hope, and the motivation to face your demons head-on,

looking - always looking - to our hope in Christ.

An astonishing read, chock full of insights into the power of scripture and meaningful ways to apply

it to your life. It's a timely topic, too, as we are truly engaged in spiritual warfare at this point and

Sonja opened my eyes to that fact with her book. Like "Unleashed", she has a wonderful way of

weaving scripture, humor and her own personal struggles into each chapter of the book. She gives

you practical ways in an easy to read, review and apply format in short chapters that you can

absorb and reflect upon at your own pace. Anyone facing a spiritual struggle in their own life and

feeling trapped should definitely buy this book and learn how they can become truly Fearless!

This is a meaty,all-hands on deck book. It is full of useful information. Solidly down to earth

writing,no fluff piece. I've been reading it every day since I got it. Highly recommend.

Excellent book for anyone that would like to learn or delve deeper into their Faith! Sonja Corbitt

does a fabulous job guiding you through scripture so that you can apply it to your daily life. She

equips you with knowledge of how to identify and overcome your own spiritual warfare, while



sharing her personal experiences to make the book real. Her deep faith, passion and love for God

truly radiates through her words. Warning! Give yourself time to read the book.. it's very difficult to

put down.

Great read on healing and deliverance and could be used individually or in a group study. Can even

be used with your family as a family study. It's simple straight-forward with a call to action and

reflections at the end of each chapter. Great book to start 2017 with - thanks Sonja.

My friends and I are doing a book study using Sonja's book UNLEASHED through Advent and

Christmas. We meet once a week to discuss. That is an excellent book! I've read that one cover to

cover. I'm working through FEARLESS and so far it's excellent also. Sonja knows her Scripture and

she's formed in Carmelite spirituality - just solid and understandable and so very important what she

is communicating... Her books are anointed. I think she prays for those who are reading them -

these are special. Highly recommend!

Sonja lays her soul bare so that we may find the way to fearlessness. Fear is a lack of trust in

God...Sonja shows that for those who are serious about growing in holiness, God will take into the

desert. In the desert, God will teach you trust because you have no one else to rely on.
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